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ought,  historically speaking,  to  be  able to  get  the best
indigo in the world in Manhattan.
It was, of course, the Wheel. . . „ That was the root of all
evil.
That still is.
Originally, as we have seen, vehicular traffic consisted of
sleds drawn over prepared roads of small shining cobbles.
They still have no other means of transport in Lord Howe
Island in Oceania, though there the inhabitants are quite
hard-headed Anglo-Saxons. And till the end of the eighteenth
century the negroes of the Carolinas had none other for their
tobacco hauling, having—and that is the point to be noted—
learned the trick of the Indians. I am told even, that the
poor whites in those States still use sleds in summer when
the grass is dry and slippery. The sled is also used in
Turkestan.
In any case, except in the island of Porto Santo, the ox-
sled, gaily painted and curtained, is the only indigenous
means of transport in the Madeiran archipelago, though
tourists bring their own automobiles on the islands where
there are roads.
Who was the Columbus-Satan of the wheel I do not know.
One cannot be expected to possess all knowledge. Perhaps
nobody knows.
It was not Archimedes who started us on the slope that
leaves us wallowing in mass production. He invented cog-
wheels, the endless screw pulleys in systems, and he dis-
covered specific gravity and various principles of hydro-
statics. . . . But the wheel, the most devastating of all
inventions, must have been invented long before his day.
Was it not used in chariots at the siege of Troy?
That perhaps dates the invention, the siege of Troy having
taken place at the end of the Golden Age and being the
symbol that humanity has since used for that cataclysm.
. . . Without bronze the Greeks could neither have made
their shining casques nor bolted together the timbers of
their ships, just as without wheels Achilles could not have

